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FOREWORD

Iii cooperation with Professor Harry F. Wolcott,

the Anthropology Curriculum Project is glad to have

the Opportunity to make this revised spdcialized

bibliojraphy, Ethnographic Approaches to Research in

Education, available to researchers interested in

applying ethnographic methods to educational research.
V

Other specialized bibliographies in related areas

are also needed, such as in cross cultural, compara-

tive and"regional.studies of 'education. 'The Anthro-

Pology Curriculum Project will be happy tojoin with

bibliographers in the dupliaation and distribution of

other annotated specialized bibliographies related to,

the broad field of anthropology; and education.

09004

'M. J. Rice
Wilfrid C. Bailey



INTRODUCTION :6

,This bibliography represents a continuing effort

/ to identify sources 'helpful in contemplating or carry-.

ing out a field work approach to research in formal

educational settings. The bibliography emphasizes

(but is not restricted to) contributions by anthro-

pologists, and thus there is a preference for using a

terminology from that Ailcipline, viewing ethnographic

techniques; as the basic tools of 'research, ethnography

as the coMpletedproduct,' and ethnographic method, as

the process. Sociologically-oriented researdhirs pur-

.suing'zimilar techniques and sometimes producing

rather similar accounts are more inclined to speak of

gathering data in the preparation ofza'field study,.

. my experience has beenthat anyone confused about dis-

tinctions between ethnography and field study would be

well advised to select the latter, more cOmmonly.used

term.
0

A thdughtful perusal of this bibliography and an

examination of some of the sources maY'do much to dis-

pel the fie dwork "mystique." However, the process

of-transfor,,,ng the ¢bservations and information con-

, tained in on ='s field.notes and Journals' (the custolhary,

repository of, the field anthropologist) or of trans-
,

forming dnels.data (the term more widely employed in

Sociological a4d educational research) into a completed

account remain elusive, at leastto the extent that
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those who have produced successful studies have been,

.4'able to provide, (or reveal) guidelines to assist

otlhers.

'Precisely,because it is time and energy consum-
,

ingl.fieldwork has, an inherent, problem in the ever

present danger of becoming an end in itself, result-.

ing in volumes of notes that are-never translated and

organized into, a form where they are available and-

useful to others. Perhaps the distinction between the

, successful fieldWorker and the successful fieldworker-

scholar 'is that the latter grapples constantly, ago-

nizingly, and at least partially effectively With the

problem of relating the information he is gathering to

the information he-will hiMPlf generate .and convey.

Malinowskits useful concept,.of.the""foreshadOwed

problem" in fieldwork migh be-expanded to include

every fieldworkertsVw4 critical problem: How am I

going
it

6 u e. the information I am acquiring?

The problem of being fable to organize and syn-

thesize is especially acute with the kind of. unfocused,,

note- taking sometimes associated with "doing" partici-
,

pant-observation. Employed as the singld technique

for studying formal educational settings; participant-
,

observation has some severe limitations. It is vir-
-

tually impossittle not tobe a partiCipant-observer to

some extent'in a geographically distant cross-,cultural

setting, because one not only conducts research but

A
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'must also conduct As life there. Conversely; it is

very difficult to be -an, effective participant-observer

in a school unless the researcher elects to occupy.

one of'the limited number of statuses available for

active participation. Furthermore, people do not

usually "live" in schools. Indeed, one of the peren-

nial criticisms of formal...zed education is that it So

easily becomes divorced frOm real life. Thus the

participant-observer in a school has limited opportu=

nity to participate even tokenly in what -is'going on,

and his own experience with the institution may, pre-

clude his being a keen 4server in a setting where ,

most everything is already familiar. 'Therefore, one

may be well-advised to draw widely from e divSiSity

of research techniques suggested here and to de-empha-
,

,,

Size reliance Ozi participant-observations, a methodv .

developed for settings where there is opportunity for .

genuine involvement and the likelihood of finding

, patterns of behavior sufficiently different from one!s

own to enhance the possibility of recognizing them. 1,

Anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn summed u the problem

succinctly, when he observed in Mirror or gaa that it

would hardly.be fish who discovered the existence of,

water.

Acknowledgement is owed a number of former grad-.-

'uate students and present colleagues who have contri-w
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buted sources and annotations to the bibliography in

its present forp or who helped identify sources for

prior editions. In mimeographed form earlier versions

of the bibliography have been made available by the

Center for Educational Policy and Management at the

University of Oregon and by its predecessor, the Center

for the dvanced Study of Educational Administration.

It was also-distributed as EXchange Bibliography #30b
;

by. the Council of Planning Librarians (P. O. Box 229,

Modticello, Illinois. 61856) in 1972. For the present,

opportunity to revise it one again and to make

available to an even wider group.of potential users

am grateful for the help and encouragement of

Professor.Marion Rice and the Anthropoldgy Curriculum

Project:

Eugene, Oregon Harry F.yolcott
May, 1975

1

C
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Adams, R. N., and J. J. Preiss
1960 Human Organization Research: Field Relations
,and Techniquea., Homewood, Illinois: Dorsey Pl'ess.

This excellent collection of readings is organized
into two main sections. Part I is concerned with
research relations (within the research group itself,
between researcher. and client, between researcher .

and informant) and with the behavior of researchers
and informants. Part II deals with categories of
data analysis and field research techniques. An
extensive bibliography is included.'

Agar:, Michael
1975 Selectingta Dealer. American Ethnologist
2:47-60.

Both this brief paper and the larger study of urban
America heroin addicts on which it draws provide a
model and illustration of the detailed and careful
work in frame elicitation/and sorting techniques
included in the "new ethnography" or "ethnosciencq"
approach.

Aresnberg, C.
1952 The Community Study Method. American*Jolirnal

of Sociology 60:109,424.

Artstrons; Robert. G:
1954 A West African Inquest. American Anthropologist
.56:1051-1075°.

In resolving his own problem of how-simultaneously to
Provide description and analysis of a social event.
Armstrong 'also provina a useful and somewhat differ-
ent =Mel for organizing an account by dividing each
page into.two vertical columns, one containing the
descriptive narrati,ve, the other his explanation and
analysis of what was occurring.

.

Babchuk, Nicholas
1962 The Role of the Researcher as Participant
Observer and Participant-as-Observer in the Field
Situation. Human Organization 21:225-228.

Barnes,,,J. A.
1963 Some Ethical Problems in Modern Fieldwork.
British Journal of Sociology 14:118-134.p

00009
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1968 Networks and Political Process. In Marc J.
Swartz, ed. Local Level Polities. Chicago:' Aldine.

Beattie, John'
1965 ,Understanding an African Kingdom: Bunyoro.
New York: Holt, RiAdhart and Winston.

.The author is concerned with the'seope of a field
study from preparation to write-up. Drawing on his
own experience he relates the methods for making
contact with, the area and with particular individ-
uals. The focus is on the day-to-day activities of
a fieldworker and the degree of involvement petmis-
sable, to gain necessary acceptance and stilt maintain
an objective stance. Modern fieldwork .is "an attempt -.'
to understand, by close and direct contact, how a
living community works, and what are the beliefs,
norms, and values by which it lives" (P. .56).

Becher, Howard S.
1958 Problems of Inference and Peoof,in Participant

Observation. zAmerican Sociological Review 23:652 -
660.

Becker,, Howard S. and Blanche ,Geer
1957 ParticipantObservation and Interviewing:

Comparison. Human Organization 16:28-35.

The initial statement in this article, that data
gather° by paxkticipant observation "gives us more
.informat on abo# the-event under study thane data
gathered by any other sociological method," became
highly,co troversial and began. a series of, rejoinders
and affir tions between Becker and Geer and socio-
logist Mar in Trow.. Becker and Geer note the short-
doming of t e interview approach' when used as the
only source of information about events which have
occurred else:here-and are described by informants.
Because the r spondent in an interview may.report
information through "distorting lenses," the inter-
viewer has no way of knowing whether that infdria=
tion is true or not (see Dean.and Whyte in this
bibliography). Participant observation makes it
possible to check description against fact and make
note of systematic distortions 'which interviews
might not uncover.

In a subsequent rejoinder Martin Trow.pointed out'
that the'problem under investigation should dictate
the'method of investigation; participant-observation



'is not necessarily superior to intery ewing.- Re-'
viewing hoW ordinary social life may, nhibit the
expression of sentiments, .Trow point out the use-
fulness of the, interview to obtain i formation which
respondents might not volunteer while under group
pressure. (See alto Becker and Geerls answer' to
.Ttow in Human Organization'17, 1958.)

Beckerf Howard.S., Blanche Geer, _EverettiC. Hughes and
-Anselm L. Strauss . 1

.

1961 Boys in White: Student Culture in Medical
School. University of Chicago Press.

This book :is widely known not only imthe field
which it studied (medicine) but also in the study of
occupations,and careers, reference group theory, and
the purposes.for which it is.selected<herev field
methodology. The research problem was to determine
what aff9cts medical school had upon medical students

-..other than to give them a technical education.
4eldwork was initiated upon_ _social-psychological
theoretical framework. The authors note: ufiel0
notes depended in part upon the hypotheses "we were
attempting to explore, but our field notes also
contain material not bearing on any hypothesis at
the timer on the premise that we might later wish .to
construct hypotheses on points which we were not yet
Aware.11 Since the effect which the medical school
had on its students was viewed as occurring within a

- social system, participant observation was a highly 4
useful tool in discerning the'systematic relation-
ships between many kinds of phenomena. In an attempt
-to overcome such frequently noted methodological
limitations of participant-observation as the lack
of quantifiability and the lack of. data to support
generalizations, the authOrs develop'a tabular form
for summarizing information-on perspectives. This
format contrasts the ratio of directed to volunteered
'statements, on the assumption that thee highei. the'
ratio of volunteered to directed statements and the.
higher the number of statements volunteered in the,
presence of others rather than to the obsdrver alone;
the greater the confidence that can be placea in -the
inferences drawn. Forma] interviews were used in
order to check some of the major conclusions against
a new body of data gathered in different ways, and
to, gather certain types.of data which could be read-'
ily quantified.

00011
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Bennett, John W.
1948 The Study of'Culture: A SurVey. of Technique
and Methodology in Field Work. Aierican Sociol-
ogical Review. 13:672-689.,-

Specific° techniques and devices used for the collec-
tion of field data in intensive cultural studies
are: (1) participant observation,. la) use of the
local language, (3) the interview, (k) personal
documents, (5) direct observation of.behaViore (6)
statistics, and (7) psychological tests, Each
technique is briefly discussed in terms of its,
appropriateness for gathering specific information.

Three questions are explored with regard to meth- -

odology: (1) What ppoblems are to be solved in the.
study? (2) Should the problems be formulated in
advance of the-actua/-study, or shouldc they be de-
veloped as the-stiody proceeds ?' -(3) What- kinds of.'_
logical principles,,_ theories, and 'g, .'concepts
shall bp used? The .questions 'are apaussed in terms
of the interests of "the investigator, the locatiOn.,
of the community, and. the particular scienti4c field
irOuhich the study is done,. Included' is:d.,discussion
of the nature of the 'conceptual tdols,Used'in deP4r
cribing and analyzing,cultdre and a diagram of a
desCriptive cultural study.

1967 .Survey Research and SociocuAual Anthropology.
In Charles T. Glock,' pd. Survey Research in. the
SOcial-Scie4ces. New York, RUbSell Sage Foundation.

A review ,of literature is presented 'under the topical
headings communitystudies, urbanization studies,
applied anthroPology, national character, multi-
ethnic field researc14 and socialization. Atte tion
is also given to analytic comparison ,an. systep tip
ethnography.

The choice .of field methods is not an either/or
proposition. An adequate field study is-not con-
ducted on the basis of asingle technique gathering
a single kind of information; survey methods-enable
the investigator to define the,nature and extent of
the various cultural traits and permit an analysis
of social differentiation, while intensive methods
(observation, open-ended interviewing, etc.) permit
the deepening of knowledge of the Asocial liacts.0

.

Berreman, Gerald-,D.
.

.

_

.

1962 Behind Many Masks: Ethnography and Impression
Management In.a.nimalayan Village. Monograph #4,

l'7-Society for Applied Anthropology.
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1968 Ethnography: Methokan4 Product* In James.A.
Clifton, ed. Introductiowto Cultural Anthropology.
Boston: 'Houghton Mifflin.

Bogdan, Robert
,1972 Participant ObserVation in Organizational.

Settings*. New York: Syracuse University- Press.

If therein a need for a beginner's etide*to partici-.
pant observation, surely this little (71 page) mono-

meets it, especially 'for sociologically oriented
observers planning a ,Foray into some almost-familiar
institutional setting. .The book also subtly rein- r-
forces the fact that the mystique surrounding partici-
pant observation is due* much more to problems of

%analirsis and writing than. to simply being on the
scene and taking noted. Yet Bogdan provides helpful
hints for.these steps as well as for planning and
doing, the observing. A ten-page bibliography and
excellent footnotes review most of the sociological
Classics of this genre.

'Brandt, Richard.
1972 Studying BehaviOr in Natural Settings. New
York: Holtp_Rinehart and Winston.

/This' detailed analysis of observational techniques
is addressed-essentially to educators interested in
"naturalistic researph."

Braroe, N. W. and G. L. Hicks
1967 Observations on the Mystique of Anthropology.
Sociological quarterly 8:173-186 (Spring). (See
also a rejoinder by A. S. Wilke, 9:400-4°5; Summer
1968.)

Brookover, Linda and Mgt W. Back
1966 Time Sampling as a Field Technique. Human
Organization25:64-70.

a

Bruyn, Severyn T.
1966 The Human Perspective,in Sociology: The 'Method
of Participant Observation. Englewood Cliffs;
Prentice Hall.

-

Burling, Robbins
1969 Linguistics and Ethnographic Description.
American Anthropologist 71(5):817-827.
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Drawing an analogy, between the work of the ethdog-
rapher and of the linguist, Burling provides a check
against the tendency to become too self - conscious
about research techniques er se by reminding that
the ',rules" of a grammar alia; '67r. extension, of a
culture, "are justified by their predictive utility,
not 'by the procedure used in Working them out." As
a linguist he a/so' questions what h feels to 'be the
unnecessary-polarization of the emit vs. etc approach.

'Burnett, jacquetta B.
1973 Event ZeScr'ption and Analysis in the ilicro-
ethnography of-Irban Classrooms* In Francis A. J.
Ianni and:lawar. Storey eds. Cultural Relevance
and.Educafional sages. Boston Little, Brown and
Company. i

!.b .

1974 Anthropology d EdUcation: An Annotated .

NBibliographic Guide New Haven: Connecticut, HRAF
ress.-

Cokplete annotations mak. this comprehensive bibli-
ography an invaluable guie for locating what has beeA
accomplished to date in the anthropology of education.

Chagnon, Napoleon A.
.1974 Studying the Yanomamo. New ork: HoltpRinehart

and Winston.

Chagnon's widely-read account of the "fierce" Yanothamo
of South America now has this detailed and forthright
companion in the Holt, Rinehart and Winston series,
Studies in. Anthropological Method.

Collier, John, Jr.
1967 Visual Anthropology: Photography as a Research
Method. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

Cusick, Philip A.
1973 Inside High School: The Student's World..
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston*

At no time does author Cusick claim to have provided
an anthropological account of the relatively small
number of students of one high school's senior class
where he spent six months conducting this participant-
observation study. Yet his account is straightforward,
honest and informative. It is also an excellent study
for examining the realities of the school setting es
a place for genuine .involvement in fieldwork.

0 0014



Davidson, 14. Theodore
1974 Chicano.Prisoners, The Key.to'San Quentin.
New York Holt, Rinehart and Winston. ',

The author of this study seeks to lack faith in the
poter of his own-descriptive account and the
ability of his reader to remftber what he hai already
been told. Nevertheless, the work itself, a descrip-
tibn of prisoner culture id California's San.Quentin,
provides a.fasoinating model of an ethnographic 0
accoudt based on fieldwork-in An institutional setting
and,an example of what anthropologists attend to in
their. research that sets.it clearlyapart from other
appitoaches.

Dean' John P.' ,0

l'9/1. Participant Observation and' Interviewing. In
Jphn T. Doby, ed. Introduction to Social ResearCr.
Stackpole Company.

V.

Dean, John P. and William F. Whyte
1958 HowDo You Kdow the Informant Is Telling, the('

-, Truth? Human Organization 17:34-38.

'The authors, note the susceptibility of the interview
technique to a variety of distortions. Informants'
reports on subjeptive data must be viewed within the
framework of ulterior motives,. bias to spontaneity,
oad a desire to please the interviewer. Responses
to objective data must coilsider implausibility, the
unreliability of the informant as an accurate report-
er and knowledge of the informant'6 mental set.
Taken in this context, it is the responsibility of
the Interviewer, not only to ask questions but to
recognize possible dostortion andto account 'for its
consequences.

Dollard, John
1935 Criteria for the Life. History. Yale University
Press.

Eggan Fred9 .

1954 'Social Anthropology and the Method of Con-
trolled Comparison. American Anthropologist 56:
743-760.

Filstead, William H., ed.
1970 Qualitative Methodology. Chicago: Markham
Publishing Company.
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A collection ot.readings that includes several
of the articles'reported separately in thia
libliogragy.

Foster, George M.
1969 Applied Anthropology. Boston: Little, Brown

and,Company. (See Chapter 3, The Anthropologist16
Methodology.)

Frake, Charles O.
,

1962 The Ethnographlo Study-of COgnitive Systems;
In Thomas Gladwin and W. C. Sturtevant, eds.
Anthropology and Rumen Behavior. Anthropological

,

Sociey of Washington.

Freilich, Morris, ftd.
1970 Marginal gatives: Anthropologists at Work.

NCW Ydrk: Harper and Row. (A critical and use
tul review of this collection,of reports by a
number .of fieldworkers appears in Atherican
Anthropologist 75:1439-1441, December 071,)-

Furnea, Elizabeth Warn
1965 Guests of the.
Doubledayt

An autobiographical
temporary Iraq from
pologist's wife and

ock
Sheik. Garden City, New York:

, .

account pf fieldt±ork in ,con-
the perspectiveof the e.nthro-
co-resercher.

-Glaser, Barney G. and Anselm Strauss
1967 The Discove of Grounded Theory: Strategies
for Qualitative esearch. Chicago: Aldine.

The auth s feel that,Abciologists have been pre-
occupied rith the verification of thbory rather than
the gener4tion of thebry,,and tha_t, this-process has
tended te stultify research. They argue the case

ti

o.

for an inisNctive approach wherey-theory is derived
from data. The heart of groundedtheory revolves
around two basic concepts: comparatiVe analysis and
theoretical sampling. Although they stress the
importance of:qualitative research, quantitative
research is not ignored. Once the theory is Gen-

-erated, the natureof the problem should dictate
Whether qualifying Orluantifying procedures shoi4d
be used, to further test that theory.

00016
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Gold, Raymond Li
1958 Roles in Sociologic Kiel.

Social Forces 36:2174, 3

Gold offers a four-fold ,typoloy
tions and notes the advantages a
each. 1h essence, Gold has prop
.design for observation in which
design can be anticipated before
typology= describes a continuum .f

bpant to complete observer, with
-obsprver lying, between the extrs

GusdOw, .Zachary
1964 'The.Observer-Observed Reldt onship as Informa-
tion about Structure in Small-G oup Research.
Psychiatry 27;230-247e%

t

Neither the title,of this article nor the journal in
which it. appears provides an adeq ate clue that this
sis a very useful methodological di cussion based on
research involving an anthropologi t im studying
the effects of different, school en ronments on
fourthzgra'achildren.

Observations.

of field.obser'va-
d disadvantages of
ssd a research
he threats to each
and., Gold's
am complete partici-'
heparticipant-as-

13

.0.8

Gutkind, Peter C. W.
t969 The: SoCial Researcher in the Context. of African
National Pevelopment: Reflections on an Encounter.
In Francs Henry and Satish Saberwal, eds., Stress
and RespOnse in Fieldwork. New York: Holt,
Rinehart.and Winston.

Hall, E. T.
1963 -A System for the4Notation/orf Proxemic, Behavior.
AMerican Anthropologist 65:1003-1026.

Hamtonds Phillip E., ed.
1964 Sociologists at Work: Essays on the Craft of

Social Research. New York: Basic Books.
4.

Hanna, W. J.
1965 Image-making in Field Research--Some Tactical

and Ethical Problems of Research in Tropical
Africa. ,American Behavioral Scientist 9:15-20.

Henry, Jules
1960 A:Cross-cultural Outline of Education. Current_
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Anthropology 1:267-305. (See also More on Cross-
cultural Education, Current Anthropology 2 (1961):
255ff.) Reprinted in: Jules Henry. on Education,.
New Yorl Random Houset'Vant go Books,-1,7.

Henry's outline suffers oc asionally for not develop-
ing major Points tuff cientdeptfi and more often
'for,suggesting attentio to detaiXs that seem
tangential to.the educational%process. However, ,no

-

one.haalyet published a better outline. Henry's
k----plabbration qt the majOr poihts makes this contki-

bution especially valuable to the literature on
- cross-cultural. studies of education, as well as a
- gallant effort at identi6ing critical aspects for

consideration by anthropological field workers
interestedjn education as a formal and social pro
cess.

HerskoVits, Melville J.
1954 Some .Problems of Method inEthnograph. In
'Robert F. Spencer' ed. Method and Perspective in
Anthropology. University of Minnesota Press.

A'succinct statement on methodology. Herskovits
makes explicit, the difference between utilizing field
methods within a societal -context and a cultural
context. He points out that sincethere is no single

''problem there can be no single method. ACknowledging
the trend toward increased quantification in ethnog-
raphy, he notes the 'vagaries of cultural differences
which sometimes mitigate against quantification.

Mager, Sister M. Inez
1966 Field Guide to the'Ethnological Study of :Ch ld
Life. Second edition. New Haven: HRAF Press,
Behavibr Science Field Guides. a

Fifty-five pages of questions cover every subject
from talcum to taboos that a fieldworker might wan
to investigate in studying child life from the pre
natal peiiod to puberty rites.

,

Homans, George C.
1.950 The Human GrOup. New York: Harcourt Brace an

0. Co.

This book is based' on an examination of 'earlier fie Od
studies made by different researchers. Homans
analyzes both the methodologies and the results of
'the studies, although the emphasis is on analysis
and much of the methodological critique'is implicit.

t
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Hyman, Herbert, et al..
1954 Interviewing in Social Res,earch. University ot

Chicago Press.

JacobSi Glenn, ed. :

'. 1970 The Participant Observer. New York, GOOrge
Braziller. (Also' available' in paperback.). 1.41

Because the articles here all.dealWith research in'
urban settingS inclUding some institutionalited.
:ones, the book may be helpful to researchers in e
ucation. It may be alnterest to point out that
anthropologist R. Williams, reviewing : the:book

-in the:Amer canAnthropolo gist .(Vol. 73, No. 6,
Deceftber # pp. 1444-1445):notedthat,only one
article ( bow' s) participariT
aservat A as a research: method. Williams state
"The w Suffers777BITTEe7MMrls misperception
of th differences between participant-ObserVati
as formal' method gathering ddta aadrconte4t

etaysis
as.a_method of analyzing and'presenting

."

Janes, R. W.'
1961 A Note on Pfiases of the Community Role of the

Participant-Observer. American Sociological
Review 26:446'.450.

Junker, Buford H.
1960 Field Work. UniVersity of Chicago Press. xjf

Many printings later, Junker's little monograph
_remains a classic.

Kaberry, Phyllis
1957\ Malinowski's Contribution to Fieldwork Methods
and the Writing of Ethnographyi In Raymond Firth,
ed. Man and Culture: An'Evaluation of the Work of
Bronislaw Malinowski. London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul.

Kaplan, David and Robert Manners .

1972 Culture 'Theory. Englewood Cliffs, New jersey.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Foundations of Modern
Anthropology Series.

These ,authors examine ethnogriphic work from the
perspobtixe of the conceptual framework that the
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fieldworker takes to the research site and discuss
how theoretical orientations influence what one loops
at' and how the analysis-proceqds.

Khleif, Bud B.
19 1 The School-As a Small Society. In Murray

lax', et al., eds. AnthropOlogical Perspectives
on Education. New York: Basic Books.

Kimball,-Solon T.
' 1955 The Method of Natural History and Educational

Researchk, 4a ,George D.: Spindler, ed. Education.
and AnthropolOgy. Stanford University Prebs.

Elaboration df the discussion appears alsOAn
'Educational-Forum, ,November' 19,60:59-72, as , "Darwin

. and the Future of t'ducation" and as'Chapter,Six,.:-
"The NaturalHistory Method and1Educatio0 in
.So/on-Kimbaq.1, Culture'.and the Educative Process,
New:York: Teachers College, PreSs, 1974,

Kimball, Solon T. and James B. Watson', eds.
1972 Crossing Cultural'Boundaries: the Anthropo-

logical Experience; San Francisco: Chandler.
Publishing Company.

This book contains a variety of accounts by, and about
senior anthropologists concerning their fieldwork
and their professionar careers.

Kinsey, Alfred C.,'Wardell B. Pomeroy, and Clyde E.
Martin

1948 Interviewing. In Sexual Behavior in the HuMan
Male. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company.

Particular attention is given here to methodological
problems of making contacts, establishing rapport,.
and keeping confidences. Numerous technical.devices
are discAssed to provide validity and reliability to
information gathered in an interview. The authors
observe: "Learning how to meet people of all ranks
and levels, establishing rapport, sympathetidally:
comprehending the significance of things as others
view them, learning to accept their attitudes a#d
activities without moral, social or esthetic evalua-
tion, being interested in people7as they are-and not
as someone else would have themoylearning to see the
reasonable bases of what at-first glance may appear
to be most unreasonable behavior, developing a "-
capacity to like all kinds of people and thus to win
their esteem--the e are the elements to be mastered
by one who would gther human statistics."
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KlUckho Clyde .

1947 The Personal Document in Anthropological
4.Sci nee. In Louis Gottschalk, Clyde Kluckhohn,'
an Robbrt,Angell, eds. The Use of Personal

uments in History, AnthroPology, and Sociology,
P rt New York: Social Science Research
ouncil.

e most-general question but one of ,cruciaLimpor.
t = noe is: .what'sort of Hopi or Navaho=or Kwakiutl
11 tell his life story to a white'man?" (p. 99).
phasis is directed to the'need.for a description'

of the informantis.flmds, mannerisms, and the'con-_,
text in which the interview is taking place.
.general outline for presenting materials is pi,qvided',
to systematize the formAt for life higtories
-general, ."The"life history is, after' all, the best

method of describing: the continuity of
human personality within a particular cultUre, and
of making vivid the fact that different personalities
even in. ;the same society, have different continu-
ities." (p. 162). )

Kluckhohn, Florence R.
1944.- The ParticiPant Observer Technique in,SMall
*Communities. American Journal Of Sociology 46t
331-343

InIthis frequently cited.(but now rather dated)
article, the author states that,the purpose of
participant observation.iS to reduce an outsiderls.-.

/ -distortion of community behavior to .a minimum.
She notes some disadvantages in participant ob-
servation:. (1) the role assumed may limit the

/ range of observation,, (2)',..00 must sacrifice a
certain type of uniformity in data, and (3) it
Imay-,be:4ifficult to maintain objectivity. She
oonoludes that, "the investigator, fbrced to ana,7.

'lyze his 'own roles,A,s, on the one hand, less
misled. by the-myth of complete objectivity in social

1 research and, on the other, more consciously aware
-ppf his own ,biases" (p.-343).

Kroeber, A. L.
1953 Anthropology Today. University of Chicago
,Press.

In a section on methodology, Kroeber presents a
series of articles concerned with the applicability
of differing techniques with field methodology.
One of these articles, "Psychological Techniques:
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Projective Tests..in Field Work," by Henry and Spin:4.T
is concerned With the Use of such devites as Rorschach,
Thematic ApPerceptioni end:free draWings ipcOnjunc-
with field Work. These projective tests have,,been',,
used, according to'the authors, because they.generally
measure-the persopiality as a whole, are aot.uculture
bOund,u,:enable.the investigator to gain. data from ,

.larger numberalgerson0,- and are short-and easy to
administer0

,

. .

A second relevant statement is found in Oscar'Lewisl
11"Controls and EXperiments in Field WOrk. Controls

in field work fall undei. a 'variety of categories', one
of which is the training of the'observer to be cogni-
zant of 'biases and values. Additional controls can
be instituted through.sampling prccedures,thotogra-.
phy,4 relgvant economic scale's,. and survey technlipes.
Lewis note's that, one of the most useful procedures
toincreasethe re ability of anthropological field
research is the reatudy procedure, somewhat similar
to the "test-r,eteatu'method in experimental studies.

Langness, L. L.
1965 The Life History in Anthropologipal Science.
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and, Mnston.

The life historY is a valuatde tool for gaining
psychological insight into individuals when more
than a descriptive account is desired. It is im-
portant to keep a'detailed recoreViofwthe. context
of an interview. The reliability' of sampled data
May be checked by (1) obeervation, (a) checking the
account of one informant against anothets_40.(3)
asking the same questions'of the same informant
repeatedly, over a long period of time. The person-

. ality of the investigator can play an importani
role in the kinds, ofmaterial that will be gathered
and in what subsequently h'appens to them. DA,common
pool of comparable life history data from several
disciplines as Well aa from all cultures would pro-
vide a staggering amount of valuable data in a re-
latively short time, data of the°most basic kind,
from which could easily: be extracted information
pertaining to common as well as specialized inter-
ests.n

Leatock, Eleanor B.
19171 Theoretical and Methodological Problems in the
Study of Schools. In. Murray Wax,- et al., eds.
Anthropological Perspectives on EducaTnn. New
York,: Basic Books.
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II

4
- Lewis, Oscar

1.953 Controls-add ExPerimehts in Field Work.
A. L. itroeber,-.ed. 'Anthrop.ology Today. University
of Chicago Press. (See'annotati6d for Kroeber.).'

_ .

Lutz, Frank M. and:Lawrence Iannaccone
1969 Understanding Educational Organizations:. A
FieldStudy Approach. Columbus, Ohio: Charles

t.

The introduction states that this is a "highly'
theoretical, but also a how-to-do-it .bookle" 'The
book has secttons on power Within the
school organization and-'od field study mthodology
within the schdoras Wformal organization. The

. authoib make a strong case for the use of A theo-
retical base in field methodology, 'relying heavily
upon Malinowskils now classic statement that "pre-,
conceived ideas are pernicious id any scientific
work but fore-shaddWed problems are first revealed
to the observer by his theoretical studies." The
authors draw heavily from the works of many others
who have practiced field methodology; thus the book
provides a succinct review of many studies and incor-
porates them into the methodology requited for the
study of educational organizations. '

Malinowski, Bronislaw
1922 'Argonauts of the Western Pacific. New York-i
-George Routledge and,. Sons, Ltd.

Although.Malinowtki probably wAt:never'able to
practice whathe.preached (see the article by M. Wax,
1972), his discussion of fieldwork remains a classic
in anthropology. He states, "The first and basic
ideal of ethnographic fieldwork is to give a clear
and firm outline of the social-constitutiOn, and ..

disentangle the laws and regularities of all cultural
phenomena from the irrelevances." Each phenomenon
ought to be studied through the broadest range pos-
sible of its concrete manifestations by an exhaustive
survey 'of detailed examples. The goal of the ethnog
rapherris "to grasp'the natives' point of view, his
relation to life, to realiZe his vision of his world."

MandelbauM, David G.
1973 The Study of Life History: Gandhi. Current
Anthropology 14(3):177-206.



In this comprehensive d usefgl article Mandelbaum
presents a review ()XII e histdry studies in the
social sciencesp'provid s three procedural sugges-
tions for the collectio and analysis of life history
data (dimensions of a p rsonla life, turnings in his

'life, ;177177717aracteristic means of adaptation),
and illustrates the- appl cability of his scheme in an
examination of-the life- istory of Gandhi. The
article reminds the fie]. worker not only of the use
fulness .of life history i in ethnography but of the' -.
alternative of organ3zina hisfaccount by making. some
particular-individual,th focus of it.

McCall, George J.-and J. L Simmons, eds.
1969 Issues in Participant Observation: A Text and

Reader. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company.

The 32 selections reprinted in this paperback include
many of the early articles referred "to separately in
this bibliography, especially thoSe more sociologpd,-

. cally-oriented. An exce4ent collection.
Iii

a

Mead, Margaret
1949 Male and Female Nw York:. Dell Publishing

CompanY.

See especially Chapter II, "How an Anthropologist
Writed.w The chatter is ore broadly methodological

, than its title Suggests, ut it outlines some issues
of central relevance to the cultural anthropologist'
botiiiin the field and back at his desk.

4erton, Robert
1947 Selected Problems of Fieldwork in the.Planned

Community. American Soc °logical ReVeiw 12 :3O1. -317.

rton, R. K., Marjorie Fiske and Patricia L. aendall
1956 The Focused Interview. New York:.,The Free

Press.

llerl.Frank B.
11954 Resistentialism in Applied Social Research.

Human Organization 12:5-0.,

The editor of this issue (Eliot.Chapple) felt cOm-
pelled to comment (p. 4) on both the style and.the
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problem of "obviousness" in' so, research a
factory. He notes,' "Readers Of this journal will":
surely-recognize that 15r. Miller thoroUghly enjoyed
writing hia'accoUnt:of4the'perils that lie -in wait
for unwary scientific observers, and if his tongue
occasionally -ventures in the/direction-0f his.cheeki:
so much the better." _Essentially Miller addresses
the question Of'whether OneholdS tightly:to his
research techniques and hypOtheses until, he finds:
the right'organiZation-in which, to thei or
holds. tightly -to his:domMitMentYto learnr-aboUt/
organiZaticins andd,raWS OuthiS techniques-and
hypothes.accofdi4gly.

Mitchell, J. Clyde, ed.
1970 Social Networks in Urban SitUtions: Analysis

of Personal 'Relationships in Cent al African
Towns. New York,: HUmanities Preys.

Chapters _ discuss and illustrate nertwork analysis.
See also Barnesv1968.

Moore., Frank W., ed.
1961' Readings in Cross-Cultural Metho rology.. New

Haven: HRAF Press. (Reprinted 1966v1970, available
in paperback).

Murdock, George P.
1961 Outline of Cultural Materials. New Haven,
Connecticut: Human Relations Arei Files, Inc.

The Outline consists of categories of elements of
culture, each broken into its major facets, with a
brief description of accompanying. conditions. Though
not designed as a field manual, the Outline may be a
useful aid in the field. It, calls attention to a
wide range, of cultural, social, and environmental
phenomena that provide leads for inquiry that might
otherwise be overlooked. It may also provide a
useful system for classification of field notes.

Naroll, Raoul
1962 Data Quality Control. New York: The Free Press.

Naroll, Raoul and Ronald Cohen, eds.
1970 A Handbook of Method in Cultural Anthropology.

Garden City, New York: The Natural History Press.
(Published also in a paperbound edition by Columbia
University Press 1975.)
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The chap-ters selected for this compendium (1017 ,

pages) on methodology reflect the intent of the
editors to press toward theory-testing and theory-
construction rather than the analysis and presenta-
tion of,ethnographic rafts. Their concern is with
problems that tend to promote explanation applicable
across cultures. Along. and useful sectionldevoted
to aspects of the field work process.emphasizes
contributions reflective of the trend toward a mere
rigorous met4odology--re6earch and experimental
designt'sampling and survey research in fieldwork- -
as well as the emphasis throughout the entire book
on comparativeand cross-cultural method.

Nash, Dennison ;

1963 The Ethriblogidt as Stranger: An Essay in the
Sociology. of Knowledge. Southwestern JO \-,of.

Anthropology 194149-167 44ia
,

7

Nash, Dennison and Ronald Wintrob
1.972 The Emergence of Self-consciousness in Ethnog-
raphy. Current Anthropology 13:527-542.

The.authdrs examine the trend in -which fieldworkers
have come to recognize and report on their own
feelings and perso 1 relationships during fieldwork.
The article is ac ompanied by commentafrom
anthropologists c4:a useful fieldwork bibliography.

t1 z

Pelto, Pertti J.
1970 Anthropological.Research--the Structure of

Inquiry. New York: Harper and Row.

Powdermaker, Hortense
1966 Stranger and Friend: the Way Of an Anthro-

pologist. New York: We W. No ton.

Powdermaker provides an excell nt and highly readable
account of, the methods of the ultural anthropologist
by reviewing her own professi nal career in terms of
her four major fieldwork experiences.

Read, Kenneth E.
1965 The High Valley. New York: Charles Scribner's
,Sons.

Anthropologist Read's highly personal account of
fieldwork in the New Guinea-Highlands hardly pro-

° vides a model for participant-observation in schools.
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The PurPOSe of.including the book here is io
trate what anthropologists mean by participant-
observation and thus to suggest, by implicit con-
trast, how unlikely one i4 to achieve a comparable
Xevel of involvement studying ih'formal,OdUcational
settings.

Roethlisberger, F. J. and William J. Dickson
1940 Management and the Worker. Harvard University
Press(

. ,

This*field #tudy is the prototype of systematic
Management studies in the United States+ . The authors
ekillain.in detail their approach and problems of
observation in the study. Although somewhat "dated, ".
few studies of this kind have, been so detailed in
their observation and-explanation of methodology.
Some spattered annotated footnotes, but no formal
bibliography:

Royal Anthropological-Institute
1951 Notes and-queries on-AnthroPologYi Sixth
edition. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, Ltd.

This volume continues to serve as the ethnographer's
Bible. The reference is too import t to ignore
but probably more.userul to fieldwor of broad scope
i4 traditional,settings than for fie 4 studies in
formal education.'

Schusky, Ernest L.
1965 Manual for Kinship Analysis. New. York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston.
,

Ethnographers have customarily attended to, collecting
genealogical data,in. the course of their fieldwork,
and their procedures fbr dbing so are rather unique
to anthropology. InclusiOn of this little manual in
the bibliograPhy may also help to dramatize the
difference between traditional fieldwork and a field
study conducted in schools.- --At the same time, the
few researchers who have included. questions about
kin ties in schools'havp usually been surprised with
the extent and importance of personal' networks oper-
ating within formal institutions.

Schwartz, Morris S. and Charlotte G. Schwartz
1955 Problems in Participant Observation. Atherican
Journal of Sociology 60:343-353.
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Participant observation is described 4s the procesb-
;Of.registering,interpeting,-and recording. Thy'
a..uther0 see two primary sources of distortion- of
information. Clite iS the anxiety, in the observer
which occurs while he is collecting data. The
s4060)nay be seen as bias which operates to shape
what the observer sees as well as how he sees it.
The greatest ,defense against.. the intrusion of. bias
is recognition'of,the biaS, exploration into its
ramifications, and a recognition that such:a search
is a neveP,ending process.

ScottrAity-litchard
1963 Fieldwork in a Formal Organization: Some

Dilemmas in the Role of Observer. Duman Organiza-
tiOn 22:162-168.

Scott identifies many of the problems confronting
an observer in formal organizations. He-Umphasizes
that it is important for the observer studyiv a
group to remain as impartial as possible in relation
to the members of the group, although he also notes
that complete neutrality on"all issues is unnecessary
and in fact undesirable. Scott also discusses the
nbias-correcting actions of.workers" (similar-to
Becker's tabulation procedure): if a respondent
makes a statement, in the presence of other members
of the group, they will tend to correct him if that
statement is in error.

1965 Field Method in the Study of Organizations.
In James March, ed. Handbook of Organizations.
76W-York: .land McNally.

Scott's review is divided into three sections:
Special Characteristi4Arof Field $tudies in Organi.
zations; Varieties of Field Research; and Types of
Data and lechniques of Data Collection. The use of,
sampling procedures within the field method context
has always posed sticky problems for researbhers.
Scott reviews the use of saturation and dense
samples, but also notes that rigid sampling proce-
dures may violate the very nature,of the field
approach, namely to "organize Social data so alto
preserve the unitary character of the social object
being studied." Scott's article presents a succinct

. and comprehensiire overview.of the applitation of
t fieldmethodology to the study of any organization.
While it presents no answers, it does offer a wide
.variety of possibilities which may help to strengthen
the conclusions reached.



Sherif, Muzafer and Carolyn Sherif, eds.
1964 Relationehip in the. Social Sciences. Chicago
Aldine. (See particularly the chapter by Raymond
W. Mack.)

Sindel4 Peter S.
1969 Anthropological Approaches to the Study of
Education: Review of Educational Research 39:
593-605

Sjolikerg, Gideon, ed.
1967 Ethics, Politics, and Social Research.

Cambridge Massachusetts: ifthenkman Publishing
Company. s(Reviewed in American Anthropologist
71:796-798, August 1969.)

Skith,'Louis M.
1967 The Micro-ethnography of the Classroom.
Psychology in the Schools 4:216-221.- 1

'SPencer, R. F., ed.
1954 Method and. Perspective in Anthropology.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.

Spindler, George D., ed.
1970 Being an Anthropologist: Fieldwork in 'Eleven
Cultures New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

1974 Education and Cultural Process: ,Toward an
Anthropology of Education. New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston. (See especially Part IV,
"Approaches to. the Study of Schools and Class
rooms.")

Spiro, Me 1fOrd E.
1965 Context and Meaning in Cnitural Anthropology.
New York: Ihe Free Press.

Spradley,. James P. and David W. McCurdy
1972 TheeCultural Experience: Ethnography in

Complex Society. Chicago: Science Research
Associates.

The authors describe the "new ethnography" (ethno-.
science) and illustrate the approach with 12 student

os,
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papers, three of which deal specifically with ,school
settings in urban 'America.

Vidich, Arthur J.
1955 Participant Observation and the.Collection
and Interpretation of.Datas Ameiican Journal of
Sociology 601354-360.

Vidich, Arthur J. and Joseph Bensman
1954 The Validity of Field Data. Hunan: Organization .

13:20-27.

Vidich and Bensman note that sources of error .in .

informant response occur because of: (1) purposeful
intent, (2) temporary role of the respondent, (3)
psychology of the respondent, and, (Li.) involuntary
error. They note that the fieldworker must not be
deceived by sUrface meanings nor be too anxious to
confirm his-theories. The value of the field inter-
view is its potential ability to discover the myriad

. of situational factors which enter into any one
response, thus allowing the observer the opportunity
to note the validity of some responses over others.
Combined with survey techniques, the distortions due
to impressionism can (hopefully) be avoided.

Vidich, Arthur J., Joseph Bensman, and Maurice R. Stein
1971 Reflections on Community Studies. New York:

Harper Torchbooks. (Originally published fn 1964.)

Vidich,. Arthur J. and Gilbert Shapiro
1955 A Comparison of Participant Observation and
Survey Data. American Sociological Review 20:
28-33.

In this comparative study the field worker provided
eleven descriptive groupings of prestige, ranging
from "non - entities" to those highest in money, pres-
tige, and political control. The survey consisted.
of five sociometric-type queries which yielded a
significant liUmerical correspondence of results to
those obtained by the field worker. The authors
conclude that what the survey method gains in
representative coverage of a population is probably
of no greater methodological significance than the
increased, depth of understanding and 'interpretation
possible with participant observation techniques.
The two techniques are not competitive, but in the
well-conducted-community study will be complementary.
The survey provides, representative data which are
given meaning by the anthropological observer.
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Wax, Murray
197a Tenting with Malinowski. American'Sociological
Review 37:1.13.

Wax suggests that although Ma nowskits experiences ..
"led to the discovery of inten ive participant.
observer fieldwork," his own re-earch techniques
were largely con-fined to observ'tion and:interroga-
tion and in fact ,led him to acq rO "a poor under-
standing of the Trobriafiders."

Wax, Rosalie K.
T971 Doing Fieldwork: Warnings
sity of Chicago Press.

n. d. Fieldwrk asEduc'ation. U
WashirigtoniUniversity, St. Lo
graphed. - I

Drawing upon:data from 43 intervi ws,-ftx documents
the importance of fieldwork as "- ,extraordinary and
even a unique learning experience' in the professional
and personal life of the fieldwor er himself.

and Advice. Univer.

published mast
4, 74 pp. mimeo.

Webb, Eugene 4., Donald T. Campbell,
.Schwartz and Lee Sechrest
'1966 Unobtrusive Measures: A Sur

tional and Non- reactive Measure
Research. New York: Rand McNally

Weick, Karl E.
1968, Systematic Obaervational Metho
Lindzey and Elliott. Aronson, eds.
Social Psychology. Reading, Massa
Addison-Wesley.

Richard D.

ey of Unconven.
for Social.

Whiting, J. W. M.
1968 Methods and Problems in Cross-c .tural

Research. In Gardner Lindzey and El iott Aronson,
eds. gandbF5k of Social Psychology. Reading,
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley.'

s. 'In Gardner
andbook of
husetts:

Whiting, J. W. M., et al.
1966 Field Guide for a Study of Sociali ation.
New York: John' Wiley and Sons, Inc.

The problems of devising a the ry and

1°

met od prior-

to going into the field are r vealed here through
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o the field workers. Numerous points
are made regarding the modifications necessary to
fit particulars into the framework of the culture
under study. Of special interest are the problems
of selection and interviewing of informants.

Whyte, WilliamToote
1953 Interviewing for Organizational Research.
Human Organization 12:15-22. ,

1955 Street Corner Society.. University of Chicago
Press.

See the author's discussion of the fieldwork for thi.s
study in the "methodological appendix', written espe-
cially for this second edition.

Williams, Thomas .Rhys
1966 Field Methods in the'Study of Culture. New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

Wolcott, Harry F.
1970 An Ethnographic Appkoach to the Study of School
Administrators. .Human Organization 29015422.
(Also reprinted in Albert H. Yee, ed. Social
Interaction in Educational Settings. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prettice-Hall 1971.)

1971 Handle with Caret Necessary Precautions in the
Anthropology of Schools. In Murray Wax, et al.,
eds. Anthropological Perspectives on Education.
New York: Basic Books.

1973 The Man in the Principalls%Offiee: An
Ethnography. Nevt York: Holt, Rinehart .and Winston.

See especially Chapter I,'"A Prindipal Investigator
in Search of a Principal," a discussion of fieldwork
considerations in making the study.

1975 Feedback Influences on Fieldwork, or, A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the Beer Garden., In
Clive Kileff and Wade Pendleton, eds., Urban Man
in. Southern Africa. Gwelo, Rhodesia: Mambo Press.
(U. S. 'distribution, Box 47 Signal Mountain, TN
37377.)

The article discusses the influence that one!s con-4
tacts in the course of fieldwork. can have on the
research itself,, with the ever-presentIchance that,
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consciously or not, his interests may be directed
away; from the people he intended to stuffy. (Few
researchers in schools have acknowledged how the
adults who have assisted or allowed their studies
may have guidid them ever so subtly away from
opportunities twinquire into studentoculture.n)

'1975 Criteria for an Ethnogiaphic Approddh to
Research in Schools.! Human Organization 34 (2).

Some of the issues' encountered' in considering .off
. actually using an ethnographic approach to research
in formal edUcation settings are explored under
four criterion headings.concerting the apprOpriate-
ness of the research problem, of the researcher
himself, of the research uclimate0 and of expecta
tions for the completed atudy.--The remainder of
this speciall issue of Human Organization consists
entirely of artidles contributing to the ethnography
of schooling.

I

1 .\
4,

Zelditch, Morris,ar.
1962 Some'Methodological Problems of Field Studies.
American Journal of Sociology 67:566-576;

Three strategies are fundamental to.a field study
according to the criteria established here: enumera-
tion to document frequency data; participant WEE.=
=on to describe incidents; and informant iTITEC
viewin to learn institutionalized.norms andER-Times.
criteria according to which the ligoodness" of a
procedure may be defined are: (1) informational
adequacy, including accuracy, precision, and com-
pleteness of data, and (2) efficiency, the cost per
added input orinformatioxi.

Thfs article emphasizes the multi- faceted but nonethe-
less structured approach of a field study and the
unique contribution made possible by utilizing each
of the three strategies described. The perspective
is distinctly a sociological one providing a useful
contrast with many of the anthropological accounts
of fieldwork cited throughout this bibliography and
an extremely relevant guide for embarking upon
research in a formal institution like a school.
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